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Dr.Mahalingam College of Engineering and Technology, Pollachi 

Office of Dean Research and Innovation 

Report on 

“KAPILA (2023 - 24) SCHEME ORIENTATION ONLINE MEETING - 

KNOWLEDGE SHARING SESSION” 

                                                                                         Date: 26.06.2023 

 

About the Session 

The Office Dean Research and Innovation organized a Knowledge Sharing Session 

for the benefit of the Faculty members of MCET. This session provides an overview of the 

Kalam Program for IP Literacy and Awareness (KAPILA), highlighting its objectives, 

financial assistance to the institutions and outcomes. KAPILA is an initiative aimed at 

promoting intellectual property (IP) literacy and creating awareness about its significance 

among various stakeholders, including students, researchers, innovators, entrepreneurs and 

financial assistance. The session details are given below for your kind reference. 
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The session started with Inaugural address. Dr. Ramakrishnan, Dean R&I gave 

Inaugural address and welcomed the participants to the session. He spoke about the Patent 

Publication and grant in our institution for last 5 years. He also wishes everyone to utilize 

this session to its fullest potential and encouraged to apply the financial assistance for patent 

through KAPILA. He specially mentioned and thanked Management, Secretary and 

Principal for their constant support in organizing the session. 
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The sessions covered a wide range of topics related to intellectual property, including: 

a). Introduction to Intellectual Property: An overview of intellectual property, its types, 

and the importance of IP protection. 

b). Patents and Inventions: Exploring the patent system, patentability criteria, patent 

application process, and the significance of patent databases. 

c). Trademarks and Branding: Understanding trademarks, their role in branding, trademark 

registration process, and trademark infringement issues. 

d). Copyright and Creative Works: Examining copyright laws, fair use, licensing, and 

copyright protection for various creative works, such as literature, music, and software. 

e). Trade Secrets and Confidential Information: Exploring trade secrets, their protection, 

and strategies for safeguarding confidential information. 

f). IP Enforcement and Litigation: Discussing the legal aspects of IP enforcement, dispute 

resolution mechanisms, and litigation procedures 

The key highlights of the meeting include: 

a). Opening Remarks: The session commenced with introductory remarks from the host, 

emphasizing the significance of the KAPILA Scheme in advancing education and research in 

the country. 

b). Scheme Overview: A comprehensive overview of the KAPILA Scheme was presented, 

outlining its objectives, target beneficiaries, and the scope of financial support available. The 

attendees were provided with detailed information on the various components of the scheme. 

c). Eligibility and Application Process: The meeting shed light on the eligibility criteria for 

institutions and individuals interested in availing the benefits of the KAPILA Scheme. The 

application process, timelines, and documentation requirements were discussed, ensuring 

clarity among the participants. 

d). Funding Opportunities: The meeting provided insights into the funding opportunities 

available under the KAPILA Scheme. It covered research grants, infrastructure development 

funds, and scholarships for deserving students and researchers. 

e). Q&A Session: A dedicated question and answer session was conducted to address any 

queries or concerns from the participants. Experts and officials associated with the KAPILA 

Scheme provided prompt responses, ensuring that all doubts were clarified. 
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Outcomes 

The KAPILA (2023-24) Scheme orientation online meeting served as an informative 

platform for participants to gain a comprehensive understanding of the scheme's objectives, 

application process, and funding opportunities. The meeting successfully created awareness 

and generated interest in the KAPILA Scheme, laying the foundation for future collaborations 

and advancements in the field of education and research. 

Valedictory Address 

Dr.M.Jayaraj , Assistant Professor (SS) / Mechanical  winded up the session with a 

Vote of Thanks. He extended his gratitude of thanks to the Management, secretary, 

Principal, Resource Person, Dean R&I and all participants for the successful completion 

of session.  
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